
Tool box Talk briefing

What is changing?

There is a new standardised Colleague Amendment

form (CAF) which can be accessed here. Managers

need to review the level of approval required for

requested changes and obtain the approval before

submitting the request to the People Support team.

Once completed, the form will need to be sent over

to the People Support via an AskHR ticket for

processing.

Changes to colleague employment 

amendment process

With effect from 13th February 2023 a new way of 

processing colleague employment changes has been 

launched to standardise and improve the speed of 

processing changes. 

Who is affected by this change?

This change applies to all Managers at

the point they are requesting an

employment detail change/s for any of

their colleagues, including pay

changes, line manager reporting line,

working pattern etc.

Where can I find out more?

The form, which includes guidance on

the process can be accessed here.

Attached is a manager’s guide which is 

also available in People Hub. If you 

need further information, you can 

contact People Support via AskHR on 

People Hub or call 0330 1234 005 to 

speak to an Advisor.

Why are we changing?

This new standardised form and

process will enable the People

Support team to move to real time

processing and reduce errors or

delays, resulting in an improved

service for all colleagues.

When should the form be used?

Changes must be submitted in real

time, not collated until the end of the

month. Managers are responsible for

ensuring any requests are submitted

ahead of payroll cut offs to be processed

in time.
Advantages

• Standardised format across all business

areas

• Simplified approval matrix

• CAF suitable for both individual and bulk

changes

• Requested submitted in real time,

improving speed of change management
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